
for Orgoing
Strategies

Improvement
Across Alt the
Fulcrums

ach of the following strategies is broad and can be applied in a vari-
ety of situations. You can use the strategies for general feedback and

assessment of the strengths and needs of your discussion. You can also

upply them more specifically to focus on a particular fulcrum. Some of the

strategies focus on involving students in the process of improving discus-
sions; other strategies focus on the facilitator and what you can do on your
own and with colleagues to improve discussions.

REFLECnoN bWwAA-" ^tip
Develop the habit and skill of reflectin g at ametacognitive level ffi";
seminar process. In our experience, nothing improves seminars faster fu-rars fastertra\

inar abou{ how '\:
the did happen, should happen, and could ha I Time is our
most ffisy to omit this step

due to time constraints. You will find it far more valuable, however, to cut
the seminar a few minutes short to allow participants to reflect on what's
been done. This habit of reflection is necessary for both participants and
the facilitator.

$# 5J
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What It Looks Like for Participants

. Pre-seminar:set goals as a whole group and as individuals. Before a
seminar, ask participants to set an individual goal for themselves based on
their last seminar. Give them some examples of goals they might set. For
example, a quiet participant who did not speak in the last seminar might
set a goal of speaking at least once. Or a talkative participant who domi-
nated the last seminar might set a goal of limiting talking. \Afhile the par-
ticipants write their goals down, you should r,r,rite down a goal for yourself.
As a facilitator, you might set a goal of focusing on safety because the last
seminar you led with this group had disrespectful behavior and comments.
or, you might focus on asking follow-up questions because you think this
class is ready to be pushed more deeply into the text. Then, ask group
members what they should work on as a group today based on their last
seminar. Get ideas from the participants, and then agree on one area to
focus on for today's seminar. A group might decide to focus on speaking
one at a time because they all interrupted each other during the last semi-
nar. or, the group might focus on building on each others' ideas because
they tended to just put forth their individual thoughts in the last seminar.

o Post-senii,
they met the go
to their goai arr,

wants to share i
did as a group.
seminar. Ask th,
of the goal the g
did with it toda
time. As facilitat
students har-e nt

What It Look

o As facilitat
based on prer-ic
students whose c

choose a fulcrurn
sion, and tn, to a
for you as a faci_L

Examples of Goals for Individuals and,Groups

For an individual pxrticipant:

t Listen more close,ly
t ,Ask a questian
. W not ta talk so much, OR don't talkmore th*n three times
. Speak at le*st once' I Ref€r to the text when I speak
; Respect my peers and natlaugh at or make fun af commenls thE mAke,

For a group:

' r Na side conuers*,tions (talki,ng'to peers sitting near you while seminar
happens uraund you)

t Be respectful: Na rude cam:ntents or laughing at people
. Refer to the text

t Build an each,otheti'ideas , '
' , Understsnd the'text more deeply by the end af seminar
' t AIIow silence far peaple to think :

; t lry to balance,oif?ortunitles ta speak sa that more peaple can speak:and,
?7o one dominsfus fhe conztersation

. Stfry on the text; don't let the csnveysslion stray .

t Focas on safe
c Lookdonn at
. Help studa*:

text that x4tp
t Ask follozt-tt{; Allow zoait tit
o Be neutral-n

,or other indkt
. Mapping: Far

far me
: Listm carefid'

direction than
prevared list

o After the
make notes to
discussion. The
process.
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o Post-seminar: Re{rlect and debrief so participants can see how well
they met the goals they set before the seminar. Ask participants to return
to their goal and write how they did in meeting that goal. Ask if anyone
wants to share his or her goal and performance. Then, focus on how you
did as a group. Ask students what they did well as a group today in the
seminar. Ask them what they could work on next time. Remind students
of the goal the group set before the seminar, and ask how they think they
did with it today. Ask them what they think they should work on next
time. As facilitator, you should add any strengths and needs you noticed if
students have not identified them.

What lt Looks Like for a Facilitator

o As facilitator, you should also set goals for your facilitation, preferably
based on previous seminars and what you know about the group of
students whose discussion you will be facilitating. For your goals, you may
choose a fulcrum that you're going to pay special attention to in the discus-
sion, and try to articulate what specific elements of that fulcrum are critical
for you as a facilitator and for the group of students having the discussion.

t, l, , : , ,, ,Examples of Gsals,for Facilitators ii 
,

. Look down at my text-no eye contact with participants

. Help studmts refer to the text by asking them to point out the place in the

text that supports their idea
..AskfoLlozn-.upqueStio;nstoprabefordeep,erthinking
. Allow wait time; don't fitt silence with a question right away
o Be neutral-no positiae reinforcement; no nodding, "great idea" comments,

or other indications of my opinion of the conuersation and indiuidual ideas

. Mapping: Focus on keeping track of the conaersation in writing as a tool

for me

o Listen carefully to students'conaersation, ond be ready to go a different
' dLrection thnn I planned; don' t be afraid ta ask *' question that' s not o n my
prepared list

o After
make notes
discussion.
process.

the seminar, reflect on how you did with your goal(s), and
to yourself about what you want to focus on in your next

The Facilitator Reflection Form can also be helpful with this

tts they make

can speak,and
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Note hr-o,

1. Focus c
ing all your tu
ticular momer
make it easier
Chapter 4, a rr
a clear picture

2. Jot note
never quite rr-a
next lessons ft-r
for a few quick
a different que
that wasn't on *

sfudents readr-:

Variation: t

Either on r
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sound like? \\-i
using? Hon' ar
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envisioning a b'

you would nee,

SEMINAR M

Mapping r.r,ill h
the conversatiot
facilitator has a

you practice m;
keep track of. \{
taneously rt'hen
ful to have a ct
noting one or t,1

What lt Lool

Content: \
follor,r'up
Proces-s; \*
uP on ano
ing, achrrs

Facilitator Reflection Form

Reflect on the discussion and make a short stateraent about eaeh
fu lcryra (for your primary fulcrum focus, you may want a more detailed
description)- You shquld consult your seminar mapr notes, and any
assessments,(e.9., Fulcrum-Based Seminar Rubric) associated witn iftb
seminar. , r

safety fs lm balance when many students ale participating and theye are na
side cowersations, sarcasm, or teasing. Hara ,u){ts safety tid*u?

Authentic Participation is in balnnce when student comments r$er directty
ta the text'or to cnother participant's comments qnd are,made in a respectful
manner, Haw was authentic participation today?

challenge is in balsnce when student camme:nts address the complexities
af the text's ideas snd detpen underst*nding, How wcs challenge today?

ownership is in balance when discussion is tiaety and foc,used on undey-
standing ideas in the,text; students are asking most af the *iticnJ questions.
Hor* was ow,nership todayT

Identif,y a moment in the seminar in which you felt a fulcrum was
either out of balance or in balance. Briefly describe this moment. Be
sure to include enough detail to help you remember the moment
when you read this in the future.

If you chose an out-of-balance momenf which strategies dld 11ou try o.
would you like to tiy i:r the future? If you chose an in-balance moment,
what were you doing in seminar that contributed most to the balance?

what modifications would,you make to this plan for future seminars
(pre-semina4'questions. etc;)? , ,

Copyrigtrl o 2006 by Coqyin Press. All righls reselved. Reprinted fiom.The Teaeher's
$vifis {a,Lead*t8 t'f*6rsl"Qgntered.Diacus ions: Talking.Abiut,Texts:: in tha Classroam;
by Michael s, H-ale and Elizabeth A, City. Thousand.oaks, ca, Corwin prese, www
:corwinpleqs,com; Reprod,uction authorjzed only for th€ loca1r$chool siteor,nonprofit
organization that has purchased this book.
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Note two elements that can be particularly helpful:

1. Focus on a particular moment in the discussion, rather than spend-
ing all your time thinking about the whole discussion. This focus on a par-
ticular moment can help you think deeply about one element, which can

make it easier to think about improvement. For example, in the vignette in
Chapter 4, a moment to focus on might be when William voices his lack of
a clear picture of "the Cave."

2. |ot notes for adjustments you would make to your discussion plan. We

never quite want to do this after a seminar because we're busy preparing our
next lessons for students, but we thank ourselves later if we make the time
for a few quick notes on what we would do next time. Examples include: ask

a different question (often one we or a student asked during the discussion
that wasn't on our plan); do a different preparation before the seminar to get

students ready; choose a different text because this one just didn't work.

Vari ation : Env i sio n i n g

Either on your own or with a colleague, generate statements describ-
ing each fulcrum when balanced. What does it look like? What does it
sound like? What are the students doing? What type of language are they
using? How are they relating to the text? What are students not doing?
What is the facilitator doing? What isn't the facilitator doing? Sometimes,
envisioning a balanced seminar can help in thinking about what strategies
you would need to use to get your own seminar in balance.

SEMINAR MAPPING

Mapping will help you keep track of both the process and the content of
the conversation during a seminar. Like any system of taking notes, each
facilitator has a different style for mapping. You will develop your own as

you practice mapping and decide what sorts of information you want to
keep track of. Most people find it very difficult to map and facilitate simul-
taneously when they are first learning to facilitate. As you learn, it's help-
ful to have a colleague map for yoq if possible. Otherwise, start by just
noting one or two things on your map and build your skills gradually.

What lt Looks Like

o Content: Note questions and comments participants make; you can
follow up on these later if you wish.

. Process: Note behaviors like questioning, referring to text, following
up on another person's idea, having a side conversation, interrupt-
ing, acting disrespectfully, and so on. You might also note who is
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talking and how often, as well as who is not talking; you can then
use strategies to encourage whatever behaviors you'd like to see but
aren't seeing, such as referring to text or drawing quieter people into
the conversation.

. Generally: You can use your map after the seminar to assess how the
conversation went and which fulcrums you might need to focus on.

o Do your map on an overhead transparency, and show the overhead
to students after the seminar as you debrief. Students love to see the
map, and it can be a helpful tool for reflection purposes.

Here are two examples of different seminar maps. Both authors write
all student names in the circle according to how students are seated. Both
authors also note some student comments so that they can return to them
later in the conversation or ask a follow-up question.
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Liz's style:

o Circle the names of participants once they have spoken so that she
can tell with a quick glance who has and who hasn't yet spoken. If
she uses a round-robin style response for the opening question, Liz
starts circling after the round-robin is over.
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Draw arrows when a participant responds to or asks a question of a peer
so that she can see how much exchange and building of ideas there
is and where that happens-is it only between two or three people, or
is it fairly evenly distributed? If participants are idea-hopping or are

very quiet, she will have few arrows and will have a better sense of
what area she needs to try to address with her next question.
Use a Q or a 7 to denote students' asking a question.
Use a ? to denote students'referring to text.
Write comments from the opening question around the outside of
the circle. Write comments from the rest of the seminar on the inside
of the circle. Put a * next to or circle comments to return to later.
Use 5C to denote side conversation.
Write notes about student behavior next to student's name.
Write questions or ideas she thinks of while listening (either process
or content related) somewhere on the bottom so that she can refer to
them later.

. Doodle or go over existing circles when trying very hard to have
wait time and not make eye contact.
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Mike's style (comments only pertain to differences from the Liz example):

o Write comments regarding the nature of responses from one partici-
pant to another (e.9., agrees with).

o Write the length of long silences.
. Tally the number of times each person speaks.
o Note significant statements for reference later in discussion.

TEACHING THE FULCRUMS TO STUDENTS

We've found that when we include students in the process of improving
seminars, our seminars improve more quickly and with longer-lasting
results. The conversation, after all, is theirs, so improving the conversation
should be, at least in part, their task as well. Enlisting students' help accom-
plishes several things that support improvement: increases students' aware-
ness of what a seminar should look and feel like, provides language
for discussing seminar development and analysis, and demonstrates that
everyone is responsible for a good conversation, not just the facilitator.

What It Looks Like

o Before sharing the fulcrums with students, ask them what makes a

good seminar. Brainstorm the characteristics of a good seminar, and
then draw on those characteristics to explain the fulcrums.
Show students the Fulcrum-Based Seminar Rubric (see Resource B).

Describe the fulcrums, and use the rubric when debriefing after a

seminar. Watching a videotape of a seminar (either their own or

\ " fil!\ a someone else's) and applyingit'r" rubric to the videotape can make it

)ilry^nl 
- 0\ easier to get everyone on the same page about what each part of the

;fip\? . H:::..illul?i.",,- nerponrioq urirh crrrrronrc enrr herrp rhem meLo.fr\Ntt\o,.n{h 1,, Share the fulcrum categories with students and have them make
a:;)OU "o\S,9,\ their own Fuicrum-Based Seminar Rubric-what does it look like

,dFt".-.nt, W when safety, authentic participation, challenge, and ownership are

) 
^1.!t 

- in balance? What does it look like when they're not in balance?

t$t' . Use the language of the fulcrums when setting goals and debriefing
the discussion with students: "How did we do with safety today?
How can we improve next time?"

FISHBOWL

Sometimes, it helps to have half the students focus on reflecting on the
seminar process while the other half focuses on participating in the
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discussion itself. Although some teachers choose to conduct all their
."Wgsgcle-melhod, we advise using the fishbowt

nique-as a tool to focus ific issues rather than as a

\
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\ _9gr".We prefer to have all students pariicipate in the seminii the

A). grouP is too large to have a conversation together (more than 35 students,

-.(9y in our experience) or needs help focusing on specific seminar behaviors

A (particularly safety). Otherwise, setting individual and group goals before
' J the seminar and debriefing those goals afterward generally suffices for

reflecting on process. That said, the fishbowl is a great technique for
in-depth reflection and can achieve some of the same goals as videotape,
if you do not have access to video.

What lt Looks Like

o Instead of the single circle you usually use for a seminar, set up two
circles, one inside the other. Participants in the outer circle have individual
tasks, which you distribute on file cards. Participants in the inner circle
have the seminar text for the day. As facilitator, you sit in the inside circle.
Ask for a volunteer timekeeper, and have that student notify you when 15
to 20 minutes have passed (this time can be adjusted based on the length
of your class). During the 15 to 20 minutes, only people in the inside circle
can speak as they have a seminar. People in the outside circle must observe
according to their designated task. After the timekeeper calls time, you go
around the outer circle. Now, only people in the outer circle can talk. They
each read their task, and teli the group what they observed. After you have
gone around the outer circle, the participants switch circles, so that the
outer circle becomes the inner circle and vice versa. Repeat the process.

. The seminar conversation should pick up where the other conversa-
tion left off. You do not need to start over from the beginning of the semi-
nar. cenerally, the second half of a seminar delves more deeply into the
text and has better balance of the fulcrums as students take more owner-
ship of helping achieve that balance. The process of debriefing individual
observations around the outer circle makes specific seminar behaviors and
patterns visible, which thus makes it easier to address those issues.

Tasks

we highly recommend making a set of index cards with tasks and lam-
inating them so that you will have them on hand for a variety of uses. It's a
good idea to have at least one or two of the tasks directly related to you, the
facilitator. Students love the role of watching you and telling about your
behaviors. In addition, ownership becomes more shared when everybody
is part of the growing and improving process,,@ you can get valuable

ki*tqvtrtg +- hWionrr U
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feedback on your facilitation' Also' it's OK to have more than one person

doing the same t"k' ih; grouP will get a wid'er interpretation of its partic-

ipation, the feedback .rr-, t" mtre focused on a few things, and it's less con-

fusing for the p"t"'puttts to make sense of the feedback'
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ExamPles of Observation Tasks

r Cotrnt how many times each person speaks, lvho speaks the most?

\AIho doesrt't sPeak at all?

. lUntt kinds o{ body language do yoy see? 
'

o watch the facititailr:i;i.;, she-talking too much? too little?

r Which questions or conrments are not addressed?

I *lfr'"#ll,1l1tili; are the parricipants rookins*at the racil-

itator or at each other?

r Whom do the 'pl'ft*" 
address-the facilitator or each other?

r 14lhat part of the text does the discussion ignore?

. Compare t o* *uny times l"{t lil sirls speak' of the two groups'

who speaks f"';l;i;"t pe'iod of tim;? Dothe Sroups differ inhow

they speak? .r l:-r^.^i--? unr,rr rlo vnu know? Do
r Watch the quietpeople' Are they listening? How do yor

theY look like theY want to-tatK,i

. Summarize the content of the discussron

r Write down all questions that are asked' Who asks them?

o Watch the person opposite you (racrng yt:1,':^t,f.rT:::i:':"ylX'
' vYatcll tne Per bul r uv;;;; 

;;'oo's lurti"ipation' body language'
do You observe ;

. i*il$eriods of silence. $,rhat is the longest period of silence?

Does it look iik" p;ilare thinking duringliienc{ u* confused'

or bored, o, *hui? urhy do you think they're quiet?'

. Cortt interruptions and side conversations'

r Counthow many times we refer to the text'

r Count t ow muny times we digress from the text'

. vr/atch the facilititor*is he o'ihu making eye corrtact with thepar-

ticipants? Is she oi he giving them positiie ieinforcement' or is she

. :*ff;Ifur.,, times somebody responds to or l*rf on another

person's point' 'Do'you think people are'generally conneeting to

other parti.tpr;:J;;i ;; -* t1"v,lfl:::s iiniT'#3iir*,otherparnclPanrb PL'utro/ * -'lilteninf 
to ttre trtrler'circle?'.

o Watch the outer circle' Are people

Daydreaming? Do people'seem engaged in whal's happening?': .
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Make sure the tasks address whatever fulcrum you're focusing on. If
you're focusing on safety, for example, you might focus on things like
counting how often each person speaks, body language, boys'versus girls'
talk time, quiet people, and eye contact. If you're focusing on challenge,
however, you might use things like the content of the discussion, questions
asked, counterarguments, ignored parts of the text, and so on.

SEMINAR FOTDERS

A seminar folder is a wonderful tool for both you and the participants
to track your development in the seminar process over time. It's a good
idea to keep all seminar folders in a file drawer in the classroom so that
students have access to them and don't lose them. Having student semi-
nar work together in a folder is also handy for conferences with parents so

that you can show them what students are doing in class seminars.

What lt Looks Like for Participants

. Keep all seminar texts, and any pre- and post-seminar work in the
folder.

. Fill out a running reflection tool about personal goals and keep it in
the folder. Use this tool to help set goals before each seminar.

. Sample tool (we put three of these per side on paper, front and back,
so students can easily look back to their goals and reflections from
previous seminars).
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What lt Looks Like for a Facilitator

. Keep all seminar texts, Seminar Planning and Reflection Forms,
Fulcrum-Based Seminar Rubrics, and maps of seminars in a folder.

. Keep peer-coaching feedback and self-assessments (e.g., completed
rubric) in this folder.

. Fill out a running reflection tool about personal goals and keep it in
the folder. Use this tool to help set goals before each seminar.

. Sample tool (we put three of these per side on paper, front and back,
so we can easily look back to our goals and reflections from previ-
ous seminars).

Seminar text title:

Date:

Post-seminar: How did I d,o with rny goal today?

What should I focus on next seminar to make me a better facilitator?

What lt Looks Like for a Group

. Fill out a ruming reflection tool about group goals. You can either
keep this in your folder, or post it in the room so that everyone can
see it. You can also designate a student to be responsible for filling
this out.
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VIDEOTAPE

Videotape can be a valuable reflection tool for both you and your students.
It allows you to see many of the things that are too difficult to keep track
of during the seminar, and it does not lie. Although the group may think
everyone did a good job talking one at a time, students may see on video-
tape that they interrupted each other 12 times during the seminar. One
student we know was confident that he was a fabulous seminar partici-
pant because he talked a lot. When he watched the video, he suddenly
realized that his habit of getting up and moving around during the semi-
nar was highly disruptive and rude. Likewise, although you may think
you're not making eye contact and positively reinforcing student com-
ments, you might see that you're still looking at students and smiling

Seminar text title;

Date: i

Pre-seminar: Our group goal for today's seminar:

Post-seminar: What did we do well as a group today?

What could we work on next time?

How did we do with our group goal today?

What should we focus on next seminar?
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when they talk. Here again, it will be tempting to think that the time taken
to watch videotape of a seminar could be better spent on having a seminar
or delving into some other aspect of the curriculum. However, used as an
occasional too1, videotape will illuminate your and your students, seminar
Process and push you to have the skills necessary for deep conversation
much more quickly than if you ignore this tool.

video can be as general or as specific a tool as you like. you can simply
show the video and look for generar strengths and needs, or you.u., ro.*
on a particular area.

What lt Looks Like for participants

. show the video on a different day than the seminar. show as much
or as little of the video as necessary to achieve whatever you have
set as your objective. Often, 5 to 10 minutes of the video will suffice.

o Focus students on their individual participation.
o Focus students on the group,s participation.
. Be sure to focus on what the group is doing well in addition to what

the group can improve.

What lt Looks Like for the Facilitator

o Again, watch the video with a specific objective in mind. Are you
looking for general strengths and needs in your facilitation, or are
you looking at something specific, for example, when to challenge
students for a deeper understanding?

' Compare the video to your map of the seminar. How accurately
does your map reflect the semin ar? or, if it is still difficult for you tt
map during a seminar, map the seminar as you watch the video.
This can be a great way to practice mapping. Again, you don't have
to map the entire seminal, but try it for 15 minutes.

. Complete the Fulcrum-Based seminar Rubric (see Resource B) as
you watch the video. which fulcrums are in balance? which are not?
what could you do next seminar to attain better barance?

o Be sure to focus on what you are doing weil, in addition to what you
can improve.

ASSESSMENT

Teachers often ask us if they can and should assess the seminar. The short
answer is yes, you can and should assess the seminat,btrtyou should not
evaluate it. The longer answer is that you should think about all the ways
students participate in a seminar (prepare, listen, think, speak, respect
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others and the text) and then consider which of those you can measure.

During a seminar, it is difficult to measure how well students are listening
or thinking. Sometimes, they look like they are thinking about the after-
school basketball game, and then, they say something fairly brilliant that
lets you know they were listening all along. Thus, your participation grade
would be merely a speaking grade.

Also, in our experience, giving students a grade for speaking often
leads to inauthentic participation as students speak just to get a high par-
ticipation grade rather than to contribute to the conversation and under-
standing of the text. Giving a grade for participation also elevates speaking
above the other prime seminar skills of listening and thinking, both of
which we want to nurture. That said, you can measure how well students
prepare for a seminar if you give them some sort of assignment before-
hand to help get them ready to participate actively. A post-seminar assign-

ment is also a good opportunity to measure what students were thinking
about during the seminar, particularly a writing assignment that follows
up on the seminar. You would assess these written assignments like any
other work in your classroom.

You can, however, assess the seminar process in the true sense of
assessment-that is, to identify areas of accomplishment and areas for
future growth. The goai-setting and reflection piece before and after a sem-

inar serves as self-assessment. If you would like to assess further, you can
develop a rubric around the skills you would like to assess. One teacher

we know developed a rubric with her students. Sometimes, students self-
assess using the rubric. Other times, she completes the rubric for each

student after a seminar based on her observations. Still other times, she

asks a colleague to complete the rubric for each student while observing a
seminar. She also gives a written comment or two for each student when
she completes the rubric. She's an experienced seminar facilitator and can
keep track of several things at once in a seminar. If you're just starting out,
we recommend relying on student self-assessment and limiting teacher

assessment to work done before and after the seminar.

What lt Looks Like

o Student self-assessment:before- and after-seminar goal setting and reflec-

tion (see "Reflection" section in this chapter).
. Pre-seminar preparation: defining vocabulary words, answering ques-

tions about the text, marking up the text, and so on; assessed like other
class work.

o Post-seminnr folloro-up: oflen a writing assignment; extends a seminar
and gives you a window into what students are taking au,ay from
the seminar; assessed like other class work.
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' Rubric for the seminar; developed with your class; includes categories
related to the skills you want to focus on (e.g., decorum or respect,
preparation, text reference, body language-eyes following the con-
versation, sitting up straight); can be used for student self-assessment,
for teacher assessment, or for outsider's assessment (e.g., teacher
colleague).

PEER PLANNING

A large part of your work as a facilitator happens before the seminar as
you prepare the text and the questions you might ask. It can be very help-
ful to have a colleague or colleagues assist with this process. They might
have other ideas for texts or questions that will better help you achieve
your seminar goals.

What lt Looks Like

. You and a colleague select a text and plan a seminar together. you
both lead seminars on that text. Afterw ard, you debrief how it went
and make notes about what you might do differently next time.

. variation: only one of you leads a seminar on that text. However, the
process of planning with someone else is helpful for all teachers in
terms of developing the skills of writing good questions and select-
ing good texts, even if you don't all use that seminar plan in your
classrooms.

o You and several colleagues select a text and plan a seminar together.
As a team or as a school, you have a schoolwide or teamwide semi-
nar on the same text: on the same day, each participating faculty
member leads a seminar on the same text using the same base plan
(actual questions will vary according to the different seminars, but
everyone starts with the same plan). This serves the double purpose
of having the students discuss a common text, which can be a pow-
erful experience for a community, and of having facurty facilitate
with a common text and plan, which can make it easier to debrief
and improve seminars as a group.

. You select the text and plan questions, and then show it to a col-
league for feedback before a seminar.

PEER COACHING

watch and be watched: As with the videotape, getting another perspec-
tive on facilitation can be invaluable in your development as a facilitator.
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Coaching can be as general or as specific as you like. However, in our
experience, if you have a specific focus, such as authentic participation,
you will learn more from the peer coaching. The more specific your focus,
the more specific the feedback you will get. Often, you learn as much or
more from watching as from being watched, so be sure to do both.

What It Looks Like

. Watching; You'll develop your own system for watching based on
what you and the colleague you're watching are interested in. We
generally prefer to use either the Fulcrum-Based seminar Rubric or
a two-column format when observing colleagues. In the two-column
format, the first column is notes about factual observations of what
we see/ with evidence, and the second column is our reactions, ques-
tions, and judgments about what we see.

What I'See What,I Thi dei

of course, this is not an evaluative process-it's an assessment designed
to be helpful to both the observer and the observed. You and your colleague
should carve out time for a debriefin g after the observation so you can share
your thoughts about the seminar process.

. Being watched: Frame a question or focus area based on your goars /
objectives. Ask your colleague to watch specificaliy for that question
or focus. Be sure to debrief after the observation, including strategies
for improving future seminars.

o Have a colleague map a seminar while you facilitate (or vice versa),
and then debrief after the seminar.

o variation: Modeling. Ask an experienced facilitator to do a demon-
stration seminar in your class. This strategy is especially effective if
you are just learning the seminar process but can also be effective for
modeling a specific issue, such as how to relinquish strict teacher
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control in the seminar or how to ask probing questions. Many
teachers we know appreciate the opportunity to see an experienced
facilitator work with their own students so that they can see what
a discussion might look like in their own classroom.

CASE STUDY

Digging deeply into a specific moment of the seminar can help you think
concretely about your facilitation and about what strategies to use for
improvement. You can do this strategy on your own as a reflection, but
ideally, you'llhave colleagues help you think through it. Using a protocol
like the one we suggest below to guide the conversation helps to structure
the conversation and give everyone a chance to share their ideas.

What lt Looks Like

o Write about a specific moment during a seminar when you thought
one of the fulcrums was out of balance or in balance. Include as

much detail as you can about what students were saying and doing
and what you were saying and doing. Have two colleagues do the
same, and bring your text and seminar plan with write-up (your
case study) to a meeting with your colleagues. You can do this with
any number of people, but rve like three because that means you get
two people responding to each case study, which provides a wider
range of ideas than a single partner would, and everyone in the
group can share a case study during one planning period.

. One person shares a case study [3 minutes].
o The other participants ask any clarifying questions they need

answers to in order to be able to think about the case [2 minutes].
o Then the participants discuss which fulcrums they think were in or

out of balance and discuss the decisions the facilitator should con-
sider, as well as possible strategies the facilitator could try. During this
piece, the case presenter doesn't speak and takes notes [5 minutes].

. Finally, the case presenter responds to what has been said and
describes planned activities for the next seminar [3 minutes].

o Continue with the other participants sharing their case studies one
at a time.

o If there is time at the end, the group should take a couple of minutes
to brainstorm challenges, decisions, or strategies they shared. If you
were doing this as part of a larger group, the whole group could
then debrief, making a list of common challenges, decisions, and
strategies.
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Specific Fulcrums

f n this chapter, you'Il find strategies to help with each fulcrum. Many of
I the strategies are quite straightforward and do not take long to imple-
ment. If you are using this section to solve a particular issue that has arisen
in your discussions, you can go straight to that part of the chapter. For
example, if you think you're having a safety issue on the attacking per-
sonalities end of the fulcrum, you'lI go to that section, where you'll find
several strategies to try.

SAFETY ISSUES: ATTACKING PERSONAI-ITIES

For a "Jerry Springer" attacking personalities environment, you can use sev-
eral strategies.

Seminar Cround Rules

Be sure to firmly establish seminar ground rules, and post them in the
room. Review them before every seminar as a reminder, even with experi-
enced participants who usually adhere to the guidelines.

What lt Looks Like

Make a poster with the following ground rules for participants:

. Prepare
o Participate

*. ro
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- Listen

- Think
- Ask questions

- Speak

. Respect others and the text
o Refer to the text

Assigned Seats

Don't underestimate the power of seating to affect the climate of a
seminar. We usually start by asking students to choose their seats wisely,
advising them not to sit next to people they think will make it difficult for
them to participate successfully. However, students often do not choose
wisely, so we turn to assigning seats.

What lt Looks Like

o You know who among your students should not sit near each other,
either because they will giggle and talk together or because they will poke
and pinch and growl at each other. Spread them out.

o You also know who should sit right next to you so that you have a

positive influence on them. This might be a disruptive student, a fidgety
student, or a shy student.

. We use name cards in every seminar as a reminder to use names
when talking to people, so one way we do seating charts is to have the
name cards on the chairs when students enter the classroom. It's an easy
way for students to know where to sit.

o We also tend to spread out the talkative people. We've noticed that
students are more likely to speak if there are other people near them who
are speaking.

Yellow Card, Red Card

Sometimes, it's very helpful for students to have a visual reminder of
when they are acting inappropriately in a seminar. Also, a visual allows
you to communicate with a student without interrupting the seminar.
In our experience, students appreciate the visual warning and generally
monitor their behavior well for the rest of the seminar to avoid being
kicked out.
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What lt Looks Like

o Laminate a yellow sheet of paper and a red sheet of paper about
the size of a 4x 6-inch index card. Keep the cards in front of you while you
facilitate.

r Before you begin, explain the system to students: as in soccer, you
will "yellow card," or give a warning to anyone who is not adhering to
seminar guidelines, especially regarding respect. A second violation will
result in a "red card," which means the student can no longer participate.
You should also tell students what the consequences are if they are dis-
missed from the seminar, which will depend on your classroom rules and

your seminar objectives. Students should know in advance what task they
must do if they are red carded so that you will not need to stop the semi-
nar to instruct them. If possible, it is best to have the red-carded student
physically withdraw from the seminar circle to re-establish a safe climate.

o During a seminar, if a student's behavior warrants a catd, you will
hold up the card, make eye contact with the student, and make a note on
your map about the card.

Ejection

Generally, students who are involved in a seminar in a negative way
really want to participate. Often, the best consequence is to take that priv-
ilege away until they're ready to participate safely. Whether or not you use

a warning system, you must be ready and willing to remove students
who are making the seminar unsafe if you want to achieve the safety nec-

essary for a respectful intellectual exchange. The disruption such an ejec-

tion might cause during a seminar is well worth the benefit of the safety
you will create when you return to the seminar.

What lt Looks Like

What do you do with students when they're kicked out? As above, it's
helpful if students know in advance what task they should do and where
they should do it if they are excused from the seminar circle. Here are

some ideas:

. If you have the room, you might have a designated seat outside the
seminar circle n'ith r,r,ork for the student to do; preferably, the work
is related to the serninar text and is not much fun.

r Tell ihe student to record the content of the seminar as accurately as
..---"-t,
F!U:>r- lls

o Te" i:t =:;io:. - : I =*ii'.-er "]u€:lr.trFS at,oul the =erninar tert in rriting.
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o Have a designated observing task for the student to do (see

Fishbowl in Chapter 7).
o Have the student reflect on why she or he was expelled from the

seminar and what he or she will do differently next seminar.

Be sure to assess the student and hold him or her accountable for
work done outside the seminar circle. Other consequences for ejection will
depend on your classroom protocol.

Time-Out

Sometimes, the best way to de-escalate and diffuse an unsafe climate is
simply to stop the seminar briefly.

What lt Looks Like

. When gentle reminders don't work, call time-out. Tell students you
are stepping out of the seminar for a minute.

o Reflect on how things are going: What is the group doing well? Ask
them what they need to work on. Don't be afraid to be firm here as facili-
tator. It's your job to set parameters and enforce them so that the environ-
ment is safe. Let the climate settle down.

. Call time back in and resume the seminar.

. Allow plenty of time for debriefing and reflection at the end of the
seminar.

Write Before You Talk

If you have students who are very talkative and don't self-monitor
even after goal setting, you might need to slow down their talking, or even
limit it.

What lt Looks Like

. Before the seminar, tell students who tend to dominate the conver-
sation to write their comments and questions down before they speak. Tell
them you will check their papers after the seminar to see if they did it. Often,
such students want to be sure to get their comment in before they forget, and
writing helps eliminate this issue. Writing also forces the student to pause
and think before speaking, and this allows others more talk time.

o Limit how many times those students talk. If students still dominate
the seminar even after writing, you may need to tell them they can speak
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only a certain number of times in each seminar' This is an extreme measure/

but it is sometimes necessary'

Role-PlaY

Sometimesstudentslearnseminarskillsbetterwhensimulatinga
seminar than when actually doing it. Through role-play, students can

explore a wide 
'u'-'r" 

;i;;i"" beiaviors in small groups' as well as ways

toimprove negative behaviors'

What It Looks Like

. General:Divide the class into smal1 groups' and'ask each group to

pick a seminar f'"f"'ut'lo' that they th;k tlie cluss needs to work on' Ask

themtoillustratetheissueinatwo.minuteskitandthentoillustratea
reversal o, ,"rol.rtion of the issue in a follow-up two-minute skit' Give

eachgroupafewminutestoprepare'thenlet"uihg'o'pperform'allow-
ingtimefortheothergroupstog'"'stheissueandoffercommentsand
ideas after each skit'

. Whole-class; Give the class an issue to work on-for example' dis-

agreeing r"rp"ttf ity or not interrupting-and spend a few minutes focus-

ing only on that,i:i. il;;;i;rlb;s students to develop the specific

skil1 You're working on'

cspecific:Givestudentsindexcardswithspecificrolesdescribedon
one side; this canbe d'one in small gto;;' o' u'-ot" large group' Roles might

be Facilitat.r-t;;; to keep th! .or-rrr"tsation respectful, Interrupter-

always i.,r"r,'pC'-tgl rulk"'-tutks too much' Siient one-never talks'

Arguer-af*uy'-^u?gues' B.9red;not listening' Tired-not listening'

Thinker, Side conveisationalist' Pencil tapper' i"d" to*-enter' and so

on-whatever roles you want to hlghlighi' Slmutute a seminar for 5 to 10

minutes. p"rrrl"i uiter the seminar. Hur" students guess what each other's

roles were. Then, have students flip ih"i. .urd, orr"i. ott the other side' the

samethingsshouldbewritteno""""'ycard:"Wonderfulseminarpartici-
pant: listenr, th;k;;;eaks when hu' u'-t idea to contribute' asks questions'

referstotext,treatseveryonewithrespect'"simulateaseminarforanother
5 to L0 minutes and then follow with a debriefing'

StoP and TrY Again

Ifstudentscan,thandletheseminarformatafteralloftheaboveinter-
ventions,stoptheseminarandtryugui,-,u.'otl-'erdayaftermoregroupand
individual reflection'
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SAFETY ISSUES: TIPTOEING

Building Safety Outside the Seminar

If your classroom is not a socially safe place on a regular basis, chances
are that participating in a seminar will help, but will not magically trans-
form your class. Besides typical issues of classroom management and
establishing a climate for all to succeed, both of which are well beyond the
scoPe of this book, you should look for opportunities to develop a collab-
orative, safe environment outside of the seminar.

What lt Looks Like

o Cettin$-to-know-you activities-have students interview each other
and introduce one another either verbally or in writing, for example.

o Initiatives/ group problem-solving tasks, like the human knot (see, for
example, http: / / www.wilderdom.com/ games /descriptions /HumanKnot
.html for a description of the human knot and http:/ /www.wilderdom
.com/games/InitiativeGames.html for descriptions of a variety of team_
building activities).

. Cooperative learning-the more accustomed students are to work-
ing in pairs and small groups, the easier working with the large group in
a seminar conversation will be.

Role-Play

Role-play can be particularly good for tiptoeing students because it frees
them up from the more formal process of the seminar.

What lt Looks Like

o Besides the role-play strategies described under Attacking person_
alities, you can have students role-play disagreeing appropriately and chal-
lenging ideas in the text and discussion.

Have Seminars More Frequently

o Sometimes students tiptoe because the seminar format is unfamiliar
to them or because they don't have enough practice to feel comfortable
participating.

What lt Looks Like

o Especially when students are just learning how to participate in
seminars, we recommend having short seminars frequently rather than
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long seminars occasionally. In this stage of students' seminar participation
development, your focus is on the seminar process. You want students
to learn how the seminar works and how to participate well. You might
have seminars for only 20 minutes initially: Students will learn the semi-
nar process better through several 2O-minute seminars than through one
60-minute seminar.

o How often should you do seminars? Initially, we recommend doing
seminars once a week so that students (and facilitators!) get lots of practice
in the process. Once sfudents are more comfortable with the seminar format,
you can shift to a frequency that aligns with your curriculum demands.
In our experience, humanities (English and social studies) teachers tend to
have seminars more frequently, once a week or once every other week; math
and science teachers tend to have seminars every other week or every three
weeks; and other disciplines, such as foreign language, physical education,
technology, and art, tend to have seminars less frequently-once a month or
once a quarter (they usually have less class time with students than the core
academic disciplines). Whatever your discipline, you want to make sure that
you and the students are getting enough practice with the seminar process
that you can build on previous seminars, rather than starting over each time,
re-learning how to safely participate.

Ask the Students

This strategy is so obvious that we often forget it in the classroom:
Ask the students why they're tiptoeing. Often, the only way to tell why
students are not fully participating is to ask them. In our experience, students
are generally pretty honest especially if they perceive that you sincerely
want to hear what they have to say. Sometimes they need a little prompting,
but they should be able to tell you whether the problem is with the text, their
preparation, group dlmamics, or some other reason you haven't thought of.

AUTHENTIC PARTICIPATION ISSUES:
NONPARTICIPATION

Heads-Up Questions

Sometimes students are quiet because they like to have more time to
think and process their ideas before speaking than the seminar allows.

What lt Looks Like

o Before a seminar, tell your quiet students a question or questions
you are planning to ask. Tell them you'd like to hear from them when you
ask the question.
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Pair-Share

Give students a chance to talk about an idea or question with a partner.
Conversing with one person is less intimidating for most people than
speaking with an entire group. Pair-sharing often helps generate lots of
ideas and talk so that the conversational pump is well primed when you
come back to the whole group.

What lt Looks Like

. Before a seminar, ask students to discuss your opening question in
pairs and then ask them to choose one person from their pair to share
their thoughts with the group. This technique allows quieter students to
speak in a more informal setting with a peer but does not require them to
speak to the whole group. You can also give students other assignments
to work on in pairs to prepare them for the seminar, such as defining
unknown words or filling out a graphic organizer with information from
the text.

. During a seminar, if there is more silence than even wait time can
cure, try asking students to think about and discuss a particular question
with their partner. You can get up and circulate among the pairs while
students are speaking so that you have a sense of their conversations, can

ask probing questions, and can troubleshoot why students are being quiet.
When you feel you have allowed enough time for sharing, return to your
seat and resume the whole-group seminar.

Round-Robin

Hearing quickly from every student, particularly early in a seminar,
ensures that all students have spoken at least once and gets a range of ideas

on the conversational table. Although we don't recommend that you start
every seminar with a round-robin, it can be a highly effective jumping-off
point.

What lt Looks Like

. Ask an opening question that is something for which all participants
should be able to generate a response. Examples: "What do you think the
most important word (or line or detail, for art texts) is in this text? If you
were going to title this text, what would your title be?" As you go around
the circle, ask participants to give their answer but not to explain it yet.
If students aren't ready when their turn comes, let them pass and tell them
you'll return to them at the end of the circle. After all students have
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responded, tell students that the discussion is open for anyone who wants
to share why they chose their particular answer.

o You can also use the round-robin during a seminar if you break into
a pair-share and want to hear back from each pair. If you've done a pair-
share earlier in the seminar, you can ask the partner who did not speak ear-

lier to speak during this round-robin.

lnviting Quiet People to Speak

Although we recommend never calling on specific students to speak in
a seminar, issuing a generai invitation can open the floor for students who
would like to speak but haven't been able to enter the conversation.

What It Looks Like

. If the seminar has been rurrring for some time and several students
have not spoken, try this: Before you ask a question, signal that the floor is
open to quiet people by saying something like, "When I ask this question,
we'd like to hear first from people who haven't spoken yet foday." Then,
be sure to allow wait time after you ask the question.

o If your students are like ours, invariably you will have a talkative
student who just can't bear to wait for quiet people to talk and will ignore
your request. Often, other students will correct the talkative student. If not,
reiterating that you want to hear from people w};ro haaen'f spoken, or try-
ing the same line again with a different question usually works.

Reflective Writing

Sometimes allowing students to process their ideas in writing helps
prepare them to speak.

What lt Looks Like

o Content: During a seminar, ask all students to write their answer to
a difficult question before resuming the discussion.

. Process: During a seminar, ask students to reflect on how they are par-
ticipating. If it is a very quiet seminar and students are relying on you to ask

all the questions and drive the conversation, this can be an opportunity for
students to reflect on their mutual responsibility in the seminar-it's their
conversation, and if no one speaks, it's not a very interesting conversation.
This type of process reflection can also be helpful if you are taking a time-
out for safety reasons. Rather than talk it out,let students write.
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Follow-Up Writing

As we mentioned in the Assessment section in Chapter 7, post-seminar
is a wonderful time to develop some of the ideas that went unspoken dur-
ing the seminar and to help students bring the ideas from the text back to

their own lives. If you give a writing assignment, you'll connect reading,

speaking, and thinking to writing. Thus, the seminar becomes a pre-

writing exercise for writing with depth of thought. Asking students to

write also gives you the opportunity to respond with positive feedback

that encourages quiet students to participate next time.

What lt Looks Like

o For example, if you did a seminar on the Pledge of Allegiance, you

might have students write their own pledge to something that is impor-
tant to them. If you did a seminar on Martin Luther King Jr.'s "I F{ave

a Dream" speech, you might ask students to write about whether they

think King's dream has been realized or to write their own "I Have a

Dream" speech.

o Often, we give students more than one option for post-seminar

assignments-two different writing choices, as well as a drawing or acting

option, depending on our objectives.

Positive Reinforcement

Sometimes the simplest strategies are the most effective. Although
we do not advocate giving positive reinforcement during the seminar (we

want students to own the conversation and not look to the facilitator to tell

them whether they made a good comment), we do recommend giving pos-

itive feedback to students after the seminar. This is particularly true for

quiet students. If quiet students make a comment during the seminar, tell

them how glad you were to hear their contribution. If quiet students don't
talk, tell them you could tell they were listening and you'd love to hear one

of their thoughts next seminar. These little exchanges can go a long way
toward getting students to add their voice to classroom seminars.

AUTH ENTIC PARTICIPATION ISSU ES:

SU PERFICIAL PARTICI PATION

Some idea-hopping is natural, particularly at the beginning of a seminar

and with nonprint texts, as participants toss ideas and digest the text.

However, if the idea-hopping continues, you need to intervene to encour-

age participants to delve into topics more deeply.
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Connections

often, students'comments are disconnected from one another. For this

strategy, focus students' attention on connecting their ideas to other ideas,

rather"ihan just interjecting a comment unrelated to anything else in the

seminar.

What lt Looks Like

o Focus your grouP goal-setting on building on each other's points'

. Ask students to identify how what they're saying relates to some-

thing someone else said. If you do this several times in a seminar, students

willie annoyed, but they,l1 get the point and start making connections.

Question Again

once you are past the initial exchanges in a seminar,-if students are still

idea-hoppinS/youmayhavetointervenefrequentlytokeepthemfocused
on a particular toPic.

What tt Looks Like

o Repeat the last question asked, and te1l students to stay focused on

that question.

. Rephrase the question. Perhaps students didn't understand it the

way you asked it the first time.

o Take a recent student comment that seems worth pursuing and

frame a follow-up question that pushes students to dig into the topic.

Pair'Share/Write During Seminar

Just as pair-sharing and writing can help quiet students gather their

thoughts to speak, ,o to, can these strategies work to slow down the pace

of the conversation so that talk can linger on one topic for a longer period

of time.

What lt Looks Like

. Give students a focused question to discuss with a partner. students

are often less anxious to get their idea out into the whole-group seminar

after a pair-share because they've had a chance to tell the idea to someone

already. when you return to the whole group, ask the. question again,

,eminding students to connect their idea to someone else's'

o Give students a focused question to write about. Have them either

share their answer with a partner before returning to the whole group oI
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mapatthesametime.Thisvisualrepresentationofhowwelltheyare
connectingideassometimeshelpsstudentsfocusonbuildingoneach
other's points. St ;;"i; hke to see the map' the visual. record of their

progress as they getbetter at connecting ideas in future seminars' If you save

maps in your semlnar folder' you can compare maPS to look for progress'

o on your maP, you can also tally how many timls students talk

about a certain topi'o, how long they talk about a topic before switching

toanewone.sharethisinformationwithstudentsduringthedebriefing.

CHALLENGE ISSUES: POPCORN

Where in the Text?

oneofthebeststrategieswe,Vefoundforslowingstudentsdown
when they pop frorr, or-," idea to the next is to ask them to support their

statemeni with evidence from the text'

What It Looks Like 1
o EveIY time students make a comment, ask them, ,,Where do you see 

l

support for that i" in" text?" students will ro11 their eyes and complain' 
I

butifyouconsistentlyaskthemtopointtotheplaceinthetextthatsup-|
ports their .o**"G they'l1 catch tn pretty OurcklY and will start citing 

I

the text automatiJaiiy. eri*g students "wrrere in the text" serves severai 
f,

purPoses: It slows ttrem down' requiring them to spend more time on one I

idea; it keeps them on the text urril-uk"-, it obvioui when they stray '*uy {

from the text (because they can,t find t"*1r"pport for their comment); and I

itteachesthemthedisciplineu,..a,nuorrmaingtext-basedevid.encetoI
supporttheirideas. @ 

i

Ask Follow-UP Questions

Anotherwaytoencouragestudentstopursueaparticuiartopicoridea
in more depth is to ask follow-up questions'

What tt Looks Like

o Follow up with the particular student by asking that student ques-

tions about his or h;;""' For example: "\Atrhy do you say that? \'44rat do

you mean by ? Could you explain a little bit more about

? Where in the text do you see support for that tdea?"

.Followupwithallthestudentsintheseminarcirclebyaddressrng
+^ +1-o or^rr11 ,s a whole rather than to a particular

addressing

the follow-up questions to the group as a whole rather than to a
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student. For example: "How do you think the text does or does not
support Dominique's idea that _? How do you think Marie's
idea relates to the idea that Jeremy offered earlier in the seminar, that
[paraphrase Jeremy's ideaf? "

Paraphrase and Probe

Cenerally, to let the seminar really be the students' conversation, we
prefer to let students speak for themselves without having their words fil-
tered by us as the facilitators. However, sometimes paraphrase can be an
effective participation tool, particularly when you want to guide students
to delve more deeply into a particular topic.

What lt Looks Like

. If several students are circling around a similar idea, paraphrase the
overall idea and then ask follow-up questions related to the idea. Possible
questions include: "What do you think the author would say in response
to that idea, based on the text? How does this idea connect to the idea you
were discussing earlier about ? Let's stay on this idea of

for a little while. What other ideas do people have about it?"
(This is a good place to invite people who haven't spoken yet into the
conversation.)

. Surface the general idea by putting a name to it. Then, ask specific
questions about it. For example, "I'm hearing lots of conversation that
seems to be related to the idea of equality. How do you think the author
would define equality based on the text?" or "Where in the text does
the author seem to be talking about equality?" or "How do you think the
notion of equality fits with the discussion you were having earlier in the
seminar about freedom?"

Pair-Share/Write During the Seminar

The same strategies you've used for slowing students down and allow-
ing them time and structure to be more thoughtful work here, too.

What lt Looks Like

. Paraphrase or summarize what students have been talking about.
Cive students a question or two that helps them dig into the idea in
more depth. Ask them to respond to the question by talking with a partner
or by writing. Then, either pose the question to the whole group, or do

r{-b
"L.'u
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a round-robin by asking each pair to share a response before opening the
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A cHAtLENcE IssuES: RosErrA sroN ##K
Pre-Seminar

Make sure students are prepared to talk about the content of

Sometimes students don't participate because they don't have

background context or comprehension of the text to offer insight

text.

the text.
enough
into the

What lt Looks Like

The type of preparation you do will depend greatly on the text and on

students, but here are a few general suggestions:

. Deftning unknozun aocabulary words. Students can do this for home-

work or as class work before a seminar. More informally, you can ask

before the seminar if there are any words for which participants aren't sure

about the definition. Then, have other students define them orally, or offer

your own definitions.

o AnnotatiLeg. Teach students how to annotate or mark up a texi. This

may involve your modeling on an overhead how to underline, write com-

ments, ask questions, circle unfamiliar words, and so on. We have found it
easier to teach some students how to interact with a text using nonprint

texts. we laminate copies of the text, such as an art print, and then give

students wet-erase markers to mark up the text. They enjoy it and can then

transfer the skill to print texts with guidance. The laminated texts can be

cleaned and reused with the next class.

. Guided reading. Give students guidance about what they should be

looking for as they read. You might have comprehension questions. Or,

you might ask them to summarize the content of the text, or chunk it into

smaller pieces. Again, this canbe homework or class work, and it is impor-

tant for texts that will be difficult for students. With particularly challeng-

ing texts, you may want to work through the comprehension of the piece

together with students.

. Graphic organizers. Use a variety of graphic organizers as part of

helping students comprehend and interact with the text. If students are

reading Langston Hughes's story, "Thank You, Ma'am ," they might make
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a list of characteristics of each of the two leading characters' Then' in

youropeningquestionfortheseminar,youcouldaskthemtochooseone
word to describe each character. You could use Venn diagrams, com-

pare/contrast charts-all the graphic or}antzet tools you normally use in

your classroom.

. Rend aloud. Read the text aloud, especially with texts that were meant

to be read aloud, such as poems and speeches. Ask for one or two volun-

teers to read the text aloud before the seminar. This is also a good technique

for any type of shorter text, as participants often hear something they may

not have Picked uP when theY read'

o Pair-share. Ask students to talk with a partner before the seminar'

They could complete a graphic organizer together; they could consider the

opening question together; they could answer a different question you

pose to PrePare them.

o Context. Be sure to give participants any background knowledge

they need in order to be able to discuss the text well' This might be infor-

mation about the author, about the historical time period of the text, about

the audience for or purPose of the text, for example. with some texts,little

or no background is necessary; with other texts, you may want to study a

rtopicforweeksbeforedoingaseminarrelatedtothetopic'

.N ^,/ . Admissio.n ticket;,1 ,:l l_1" :,,:::J,1.1,:,1:T:,i::J:11T:.11,1

different text.

What lt Looks Like

. The seminar Text Rubric (see Chapter 1) is a tool for gauging how

appropriate a text is for the seminar format. Texts that fallin the 2's and 3's

o" tr.r" rubric are good candidates for a seminar. However, if a text is 3 on

challenging, students may need extra support both before and during the

seminar for entering and understanding the text. Anything that scores a 1
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on the ambiguity category is probably not a very challenging or rich text'

and student, prouJLf*iu nur" littie to say about it. Likewise, a text that

scores a 1 on curricuiar relevance may seem out of context for students'

and they may have little to say about ii, even if it is otherwise a great text'

oTryanonprinttext.Ifstudentshavenotbeenparticipatingwitha
print text, a nonirint text may feel more accessibie to them. Nonprint texts

with a lot of visual jetail often provide a good entry q:i"t for students to

discuss complex ideas and to learn how to notice details in a text'

. Vary types of text in general' Our students weary of looking at the

samesortsoftextsovertime,Sowetendtolookfordifferenttypesoftext.
The only real requirement is that it be something tangible (e'g', not an idea

or value, like ,,war and peace,,, bl)f atext that addresses war and peace)'

We've used maps, ;;;;t, historical documents' paintings' essays' short

stories, math problJ,,,, photographs' sculpture' monuments' charts (like

ihe periodic table;, and myths,l"t to name a few types of text'

.RememberthatatextmaySeemfullofambiguity,curricularrele-
vance, big ideas, and challenge, and students still may not engage with it'

This may simply be a matter of the particular ebb and flow of young

people, but it may also be developmenial in the seminar sense' Generally'

whenstudentsarefirstlearninghowtoparticipateinaseminar,it,swise
to choose shorter texts, a range"of types of texi (including nonprint)'-and

texts that aren,t too difficult tJ read- The texts should have complex ideas,

butit,sbetterifthelanguageisnottoocomplex.Youwantparticipantsto
focus first or"r a"r"top*i,f-,i social skills involved in seminar participation

and then later to foi.,.s"or-t developing the intellectual skills necessary to

engage with difficult texts'

Good Questions

Sometimes the conversation doesn't go anywhere because neither the

facilitator nor the students are asking good questions. In a seminar, " good"

questions are open ended, clear, thotight provoking'u:d grounded in the

text. (see Chapter 1 for a more in-dept-rt 
""ptu.tation 

of question writing')

What It Looks Like

.Beforeaseminar,planquestionsthatyouwillaskduringthediffer-
ent parts (opening, ,,",iiatu, and closing)' W" never 

-ask 
quite the same

questions that we iian in advance, but plan -rir-rg them helps us listen to the

conversation to see whether we should ask a question we planned or cre-

ateanewquestionbasedontheconversation.Planningaheadalsoletsus
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examine the questions to see whether they are open ended, clear, thought
provoking, and grounded in the text.

. Before a seminar, ask a colleague to look at your planned questions

to see whether he or she thinks they are open ended, clear, thought pro-

voking, and grounded in the text, and whether he or she has any other
ideas for questions. Better yet, write the questions while working with at

least one other colleague. Questions almost always come out better when
at least two minds work on them together.

. During the seminar,ll you get little or no response to a question you

asked, rephrase the question to make it clearer for students. Despite our best

efforts to design clear questions before we start a seminar, inevitably a ques-

tion doesn't seem nearly as clear to students as it seemed to us when prepar-

ing. we usually try to say it another way and see if that works any better.

o Sometimes either the facilitator or a participant will ask a question

that the group isn't quite ready to answer. This most frequently happens

early in a seminar when participants haven't had enough time to wrestle
with the text but are faced with a challenging question. if after wait time

students haven't engaged with the question, we usually say that we'llhold
that question and return to it later in the seminar. We make a note of the

question on our seminar map so that we remember to return to it later,

particularly if it's a student's question, as opposed to our own question.

We then offer a different question to restart and redirect the conversation.

OWNERSHIP ISSUES: DICTATORSH IP

Relinquish the Reins

For some facilitators, this is the most difficult strategy, b:ut it can

also be the most rewarding. Remember, the ideal you're aiming for is that

students drive the conversation with you there to accelerate, brake, and

gently steer the conversation to help them get to a deeper understanding

of the text, themselves, and each other. Try turning over some of the

responsibility for the direction and content of the conversation to the

students rather than controlling it all yourself.

What lt Looks Like

r Even though you should always have a seminar plan before you
begin a seminar, you should also always expect that plan to change

depending on what students say. we don't think we've ever had a seminar

in which we've asked exactly the questions we had planned. The plan is a


